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INTRODUCTION

Professor Payvand Ahdout’s article, *Enforcement Lawmaking and Judicial Review*, 1 makes a powerful case that, contrary to the views of many scholars, federal courts are not weak institutions that enable expansive exercises of executive power. 2 Instead, Ahdout argues, federal courts use their pretrial managerial authority in creative ways to subject executive actions to greater transparency and accountability. 3 Ahdout makes a strong case that, coupled with doctrinal developments in the law of standing, ripeness, and equitable remedies, the managerial powers of district judges have expanded the authority of the federal courts and allowed them to become a significant counterweight to the increasing power of the executive branch. 4 But Ahdout does more than simply describe the developments in the federal courts; she makes a normative argument that increased use of district courts’ pretrial management powers in separation-of-powers suits is not only a good thing, but also something that should be encouraged to grow and develop further, free from interference by the Supreme Court. 5

I agree with virtually all that Ahdout suggests about the substantive doctrines she discusses, including her prescriptive recommendations on those topics. I also agree with her descriptive analysis of the power of managerial judging to constrain executive power. My Response takes issue with the normative judgment that increased managerial judging in cases involving challenges to executive authority is an unalloyed positive whose growth should be encouraged. Pretrial management authority of district judges is subject to so few checks that it has the potential to be exercised in arbitrary and potentially abusive ways. In any discussion with government litigators, it does not take long to hear complaints about the ways in which district judges engage in pretrial management. Indeed, there are some astonishing examples of district judges who have abused their authority for years without any significant
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In other words, district judges may be a check on executive power, but who is going to check the checker? There is a sound theoretical explanation for the occurrence of such arbitrary judicial power. The Framers were deeply ambivalent about the independence of federal judges. They were committed to giving federal judges the “good behavior” tenure enjoyed by their British counterparts, but they also feared that the absence of any significant interbranch checks on federal judges would lead to abuses of the judicial power. They comforted themselves with the thought that legal precedent would regulate and limit judges’ primary discretion, that appellate review would provide an intrabranch check that would limit judges’ secondary discretion, and that the right to a jury trial would be the ultimate guarantee against abuse of judicial power. Fast forward two hundred years, and one finds that the pretrial management authority of district judges is relatively unbound by precedent, virtually unreviewable on appeal, and beyond the reach of a common law jury. That explains the complaints of arbitrary case management, and it should give us pause before we engage in a full embrace of managerial judging as a counterweight to executive power.

Before explaining the case for this in detail, one has to acknowledge that the elephant in the room for the discussion of this issue is Donald Trump. Although Ahdout acknowledges, as she must, that the Trump Administration presented a unique set of enforcement-law issues, the article endeavors to present a theoretical approach to judicial checks on excessive enforcement lawmaking that would apply regardless of the administration and without respect to the level of perceived lawbreaking or norm evasion. In particular, the article champions managerial-judging checks on executive action as a general solution that should, as a normative matter, be encouraged and developed over time.

I think that a more cautious approach is warranted. For reasons I will detail below, I think that encouraging very active pretrial management in executive enforcement lawmaking cases poses a distinct separation-of-powers risk that federal district judges will abuse their authority in ways that will be both unnecessary to check excessive executive power and counterproductive to effective administration of the
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executive's statutory and constitutional responsibilities. Given the unquestionably unique overreaching by the Trump Administration (in both volume and egregiousness), I might have been willing to take that risk to be able to hold the Executive accountable for its actions, but I am not sure that I would be willing to take that risk in a post-Trump political environment. The risk of overreacting to the excesses of the Trump Administration is a danger that we should acknowledge and assess with care.

I. HOW DISTRICT JUDGES CAN ABUSE THEIR MANAGERIAL AUTHORITY

Ahdout has a lot of faith in the ability of district judges to manage cases fairly, so one might well ask, how much mischief could a district judge cause during pretrial? It turns out that the answer to that question is: quite a bit. The most notorious example of judicial abuse of managerial power is the protracted pretrial process in the Native American Trust Fund litigation against the Department of Interior. From the time the case was initially filed in 1996 until 2006 when the D.C. Circuit finally had enough and removed District Judge Royce Lamberth as the presiding judge in the case, Judge Lamberth so abused his pretrial case-management authority that it prompted my colleague Professor Dick Pierce to describe it as “Judge Lamberth’s reign of terror at the Department of Interior.” I will not recapitulate the entire history of the case, which is so compellingly described in Pierce’s article; it will suffice to cite the article’s summary of some of Judge Lamberth’s more outrageous actions:

Judge Lamberth has held two Secretaries of Interior, a Treasury Secretary, and two Assistant Secretaries of Interior in contempt. Judge Lamberth has also issued orders in which he has compelled eighty government employees to defend themselves against charges of contempt. It is the first case in which a judge has ordered a cabinet department to disconnect its computers from the Internet. Judge Lamberth issued the first such order in December 2001 and the second such order in July 2003, shortly after he allowed the Department of Interior (DOI) to reconnect most, but not all, of its systems. Finally, it is the first case since 1973 in which a court has issued a structural injunction against a federal agency. On September 25, 2003, Judge Lamberth issued an opinion that contains over two hundred pages of detailed instructions for the DOI. In that order, he compelled the DOI to
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implement an elaborate accounting plan on a timetable of his choosing. He emphasized that he is retaining jurisdiction over implementation of the plan and that he intends to enforce it through use of his contempt power.\textsuperscript{14}

Judge Lamberth repeatedly used the threat of contempt sanctions to intimidate government attorneys.\textsuperscript{15} Indeed, there was virtually no Department of Justice (DOJ) attorney working on the case who had not been cited for contempt of court.\textsuperscript{16}

Judge Lamberth required the Department of Interior to disconnect all of its computers from the Internet for a period of over one year because he believed that the network security of the computers was inadequate,\textsuperscript{17} and the judge’s orders affected not just the Bureau of Indian Affairs, but also “the Office of the Inspector General, the Office of the Solicitor, the National Park Service, the Fish and Wildlife Service, the Bureau of Land Management, the Minerals Management Service, the Office of Surface Mining, the U.S. Geological Survey, the Bureau of Reclamation, and the Office of Hearings and Appeals.”\textsuperscript{18} Without access to the Internet, DOI employees found it “impossible for the DOI to accomplish its many missions effectively and efficiently.”\textsuperscript{19} Only in 2006, after years of such abusive pretrial case management, did the D.C. Circuit take the extraordinary action of removing Judge Lamberth from the case.\textsuperscript{20}

Of course, this case is an extreme example (although the D.C. Circuit had to take a similar action in removing another district judge after a long period of abusive pretrial management),\textsuperscript{21} but it shows how much power a judge has even at the pretrial stage. One would hope that most district judges would wield their substantial pretrial case-management authority in a responsible fashion. Unfortunately, my prior research suggests that attorneys at the DOJ do not feel that they do. As a consultant for the National Commission on Judicial Discipline and Removal, I was asked to survey every United States Attorney’s Office and every litigating division of the DOJ to determine if they believed
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there was a substantial problem with corruption in the federal judiciary. Without exception, the DOJ attorneys I contacted believed there was no significant corruption problem within the federal judiciary.

What piqued my interest, however, was the fact that about half of the respondents made unsolicited comments about the tendency of district judges to abuse their pretrial case-management powers, and many stated that the problem became more pronounced the longer a district judge served.

What would have prompted these responses? As I explain below, if the Framers had understood the extent of judges’ pretrial case-management authority, they would not have been surprised to hear that judges abused such authority, and they would have been reluctant to depend on managerial judging as a reliable and fair check on executive power. There is a sound theoretical foundation for concerns that the powers of pretrial case management might well be abused by district judges in ways that could unjustifiably hamstring the ability of the executive branch to implement perfectly legal policies in an effective way.

II. THE THEORETICAL PROBLEM WITH MANAGERIAL JUDGING

The Founding generation was profoundly ambivalent about the judicial independence guaranteed by Article III of the Constitution. On the one hand, they included in the Constitution the guarantee that federal judges “shall hold their Offices during good Behavior,” language derived directly from the English Act of Settlement of 1701, which provided English judges would serve “quam diu se bene gesserint,” or as long as he shall behave himself well. The failure of colonial judges to receive the same tenure protections was one of the principal grievances in the Declaration of Independence, which complained that the King had “made judges dependent upon his will alone for the tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment of their salaries.” Indeed, the Framers went one step further than the English by rejecting judicial removal on joint address of Congress (which was allowed in England).
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The only interbranch check on federal judges was thus “the cumbersome process of impeachment.”

On the other hand, many were deeply concerned about the limited checks on judicial power. No state provided the same level of judicial independence as the federal Constitution. Antifederalists objected that the independence of the federal judiciary would inevitably lead to abuses of authority. For example, one critic argued:

[They have made the judges independent, in the fullest sense of the word. There is no power above them, to control any of their decisions. There is no authority that can remove them, and they cannot be controlled by the laws of the legislature. In short, they are independent of the people, of the legislature, and of every power under heaven. Men placed in this situation will generally soon feel themselves independent of heaven itself.]

Antifederalists also expressed fears that the Framers’ focus on protecting against legislative overreaching led the Framers to ignore the potential for abuse of judicial power. Another critic argued that the Framers were “not sufficiently attentive to the circumstances, that the measures of popular legislatures settle down in time, and gradually approach a mild and just medium; while the rigid systems of the law courts naturally become more severe and arbitrary, if not carefully tempered and guarded by the constitution.” Because federal courts would “be independent of the people,” they would be “suitable tools for the purposes of tyranny and oppression.”

The Framers had several responses to these concerns. First, they relied on limits to the primary discretion of trial judges. Primary discretion is the extent to which trial judges are free to act without legal standards. As described by Professor Maurice Rosenberg, “[w]hen the law accords primary discretion in the highest degree in a particular area, it says in effect that the court is free to render the decision it chooses; that decision-constraining rules do not exist here; and that even looser principles or guidelines have not been formulated.” The Framers depended on judicial precedent to limit the primary discretion of federal trial judges. Hamilton famously defended Article III in *The Federalist*
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No. 78 by arguing that the judicial branch would be the weakest of the branches because judges “have neither Force nor Will, but merely judgement.”

Indeed, Hamilton argued, “[t]o avoid an arbitrary discretion in the courts, it is indispensable that they should be bound down by strict rules and precedents, which serve to define and point out their duty in every particular case that comes before them.” As Chief Justice Marshall later stated, even in cases in which the trial judge is given discretion, the choices are not left to the court’s “inclination, but to its judgment; and its judgment is to be guided by sound legal principles.”

The Framers ensured that precedent would control the primary discretion of federal judges by limiting federal judicial power to litigated cases or controversies. The Constitutional Convention rejected the idea of judicial participation in a council of revision in part because of fears that such authority would give judges too much discretionary power. Soon after the adoption of the Constitution, the Supreme Court rejected legislation designed to give federal courts authority to act outside of the context of a litigated case or controversy. In *Hayburn’s Case*, the Court refused to accept the power to review military pension claims because they were not “properly judicial, and to be performed in a judicial manner.” Chief Justice Marshall famously underscored this point in *Marbury v. Madison*:

> [W]hether the legality of an act of the head of a department be examinable in a court of justice or not, must always depend on the nature of that act. If some acts be examinable and others not, there must be some rule of law to guide the court in the exercise of its jurisdiction. In some instances there may be difficulty in applying the rule to particular cases; but there cannot, it is believed, be much difficulty in laying down the rule.

Federal trial judges have limited secondary discretion as well. Secondary discretion exists “when the rules of review accord the lower court’s decision an unusual amount of insulation from appellate review. In this sense, discretion is a review-restraining concept. It gives the trial judge a right to be wrong without incurring reversal.”
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if a trial judge’s primary discretion were substantially limited by precedent, judicial power could be abused if a trial judge had unlimited secondary discretion because his decisions were unreviewable. Although the Constitution does not mandate appellate review (except perhaps by the Supreme Court), the First Congress immediately created a federal court system in which federal trial judges would be subject to appellate review, which provided substantial limits on their secondary discretion.46 Thus, although there were very limited interbranch checks on judicial authority, the guarantee of appellate review created a substantial intrabranch check on the power of federal trial courts.

Finally, the authority of federal trial judges was significantly limited by the right to a jury trial, which diffused decisional authority in a way that protected against judicial abuse of power. Antifederalists had strongly objected to the exclusion of the right to a jury trial from the Constitution. In 1788, Luther Martin argued:

[J]ury trials which have so long been considered the surest barrier against arbitrary power, and the palladium of liberty, — with the loss of which the loss of our freedom may be dated, are taken away by the proposed form of government, not only in a great variety of questions between individual and individual, but in every case whether civil or criminal arising under the laws of the United States, or the execution of those laws.47

Other Antifederalists joined in this protest about the absence of a constitutional right to a jury trial, which was a necessary check on the potential abuse of judicial power.48

Hamilton attempted to allay these concerns by suggesting that the Supreme Court would not be able to overturn the findings of common law juries, arguing that “[t]he legislature of the United States would certainly have full power to provide that in appeals to the Supreme Court there should be no re-examination of facts where they had been tried in the original causes by juries.”49 Ultimately, of course, this concern was addressed for civil cases by the Seventh Amendment, which provided that, in suits at common law where the amount in controversy exceeded twenty dollars, “the right of trial by jury, shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise re-examined in any Court of the United States, than according to the rules of the common law.”50 In addition, the First Congress acted quickly to prevent federal trial judges from using their equity powers to bypass the common law jury. The
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Judiciary Act of 1789 restricted equity jurisdiction in several ways, and
sections 19, 26 and 30 of the Act imposed limits on judicial factfinding
to preserve the common law right to a jury trial. Thus, the right to a
jury trial became a constitutionally mandated check on federal judicial
power.

In summary, the Founding generation had substantial concerns
about the potential for abuse of power by an independent federal judi-
ciary. These concerns were ultimately allayed in three ways. First, the
role of precedent in litigated cases or controversies limited the primary
discretion of federal judges. Second, appellate review limited the sec-
ondary discretion of federal trial judges. Finally, the constitutional right
to a jury trial provided the ultimate check on independent federal trial
judges. Unfortunately, as I will explain below, the pretrial case-
management authority of district judges evades every one of those
checks. Had the Framers known about the growth of managerial judg-
ing, they would have been profoundly worried about the abuse of such
unchecked power.

III. THE GROWTH OF PRETRIAL MANAGEMENT

I will only briefly sketch a picture of the pretrial managerial powers
of federal district judges in order to lay the foundation for an explana-
tion of why we should be wary of such unchecked authority. Managerial
judging, as described in Professor Judith Resnik’s seminal article, involves exercis-
ing a panoply of powers to regulate the development of a
case from the filing of the complaint up to the trial of a civil case. The
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, first enacted in 1938, laid the founda-
tion for managerial judging. Rule 26 permitted extensive discovery,
and the rule also provided a multitude of discovery methods. Rule 26
allowed district judges to limit the scope of discovery and the use of
various discovery devices. In addition, Rule 37 allowed a district
court to compel discovery and impose sanctions on parties for failing to
comply with the discovery rules. Rule 16 further allowed a court to
“order the attorneys and any unrepresented parties to appear for one or
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more pretrial conferences” to discuss matters relating to case timing and management.\(^5^9\)

As litigation became more protracted and expensive and the numbers of federal cases rose, the Supreme Court recognized expanded trial court authority to manage the pretrial process and impose sanctions even beyond those expressly recognized in the Federal Rules. For example, in *National Hockey League v. Metropolitan Hockey Club*,\(^6^0\) the Court upheld (over a contrary decision by the Third Circuit) a district judge’s dismissal of an antitrust action because of the plaintiff’s failure to respond to interrogatories as ordered by that court.\(^6^1\) The Court emphasized that an appellate court should not reverse the case-management decisions of a trial court absent an abuse of discretion.\(^6^2\)

As document technology expanded from carbon copies, to photocopies, to electronically stored information, the time and cost of discovery expanded exponentially. District judges, faced with dramatically expanded dockets, became increasingly active in managing the pretrial phase of litigation to control litigation burdens. The foundation of these efforts was the “assumption . . . that all but the simplest cases will benefit from complete pretrial procedures.”\(^6^3\) Active involvement in managing discovery inevitably involves an assessment of issues relating to the merits of a case. A subcommittee of the Federal Courts Study Committee found that discovery orders can “force attorneys to make early predictions about which theories they can profitably pursue, and, if badly done, may substantially prejudice one of the parties.”\(^6^4\)

A district judge’s case-management powers extend beyond discovery management. As a subcommittee of the Federal Courts Study Committee found:

> Many judges are more direct — using pretrial conferences to “persuade” the parties to “dispose of the many immaterial or uncontested issues that arise at the outset of a typical lawsuit.” Forcing the parties to narrow the issues for trial reduces trial time by eliminating peripheral issues and focusing the issues that remain. In addition, case management advocates say that the process of narrowing the issues leads to the disposition of more cases through pretrial motions for summary judgment or judgment on the pleadings.\(^6^5\)
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Such practices give a district judge substantial unreviewable power over the disposition of a case during pretrial.

The Civil Justice Reform Act (CJRA) further expanded pretrial management authority. As described by its sponsor, then-Senator Joseph Biden, the CJRA “implies, for the first time, a national strategy to attack the problems of cost and delay in civil litigation.” The CJRA required every federal judicial district to adopt an extensive plan to encourage district judges to manage cases more actively in order to achieve more efficient resolution of their expanding caseloads. The CJRA effectively created a statutory mandate for district judges to take a much more active role in pretrial case management.

As district judges became more active case managers, they also greatly expanded their role in facilitating and encouraging rapid settlement of cases. In an address to newly appointed federal judges, an experienced district judge said (in an interesting contrast to Chief Justice Roberts’s famous remark at his confirmation hearings): “I urge that you see your role not only as a home plate umpire in the courtroom, calling balls and strikes. Even more important are your functions as mediator and judicial administrators.” To encourage district judges to take a more active role in settlement, the Federal Judicial Center produced seminars to train judges in how to promote settlements and developed treatises to provide settlement strategies to district judges. The most recent amendment of Rule 16 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure gives district judges additional powers to advance settlement and requires parties to attend settlement conferences with clients authorized to consider settlement. By the year 2000, the emphasis on settlement had created a “settlement culture” in the courts.
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Judges have adopted a wide range of techniques for encouraging settlement, ranging from the clearly acceptable (acting as a catalyst to encourage settlement discussions and providing a check on unreasonable negotiating positions) to the highly questionable (threatening sanctions and threatening adverse decisions on the merits). For the most part, there are few rules regulating the settlement process or the involvement of district judges in that process. As a result, district judges have tremendous power to run the settlement process as they see fit and use their power as the decisionmaker on the merits to push or coerce parties into settlements that they do not want. On a more profoundly theoretical level, Professor Owen Fiss famously argued against settlement on the ground that, among others, it favored the powerful over the disempowered who needed judicial decisionmaking to enforce their rights. As Fiss suggested: “Settlement is for me the civil analogue of plea bargaining: Consent is often coerced; the bargain may be struck by someone without authority; the absence of a trial and judgment renders subsequent judicial involvement troublesome; and although dockets are trimmed, justice may not be done.” Scholars are still debating Fiss’s thesis decades later.

The far-reaching powers of federal judges during the pretrial process have created significant differences of opinion with respect to the efficacy and wisdom of managerial judging. Notwithstanding this debate, one must acknowledge that, as an empirical matter, the momentum mode of civil dispute resolution.
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behind managerial judging and the increasing workload of district judges have entrenched pretrial case-management practices in virtually all district courts. In 1986, Judge Posner stated, after noting the objections that have been raised to managerial judging:

Whatever the abstract merits of these objections, they are unlikely to persuade. The rise of the “pro-active” judge, the search for cheap and fast substitutes for the conventional Anglo-American trial, the convergence of the American and Continental systems . . . — all these developments are well under way and are probably irreversible.81

With ever-increasing district court caseloads and the massive increase in discovery complexity prompted by the explosion of electronically stored information, it is even less likely that we will reverse course on managerial judging. As I will suggest below, the inevitable use of managerial judging does not warrant a full embrace of the practice as an important check on executive power.

IV. HOW MANAGERIAL JUDGING EVADES THE FRAMERS’ CHECKS ON ABUSE OF JUDICIAL POWER

The above description of the powers of managerial judges hints at how these pretrial powers escape the limits on judicial discretion that the Framers expected to control judicial authority. First, unlike decisions on issues on the merits, pretrial management decisions are largely unregulated by precedent or rules that constrain district judges’ primary discretion. The written rules governing pretrial proceedings grant such broad authority that district judges have virtually unfettered power to regulate discovery, to control the issues that will be part of a case, and to influence the settlement process. As the Federal Courts Study Committee found:

There are no standards for making these “managerial” decisions, the judge is not required to provide a “reasoned justification,” and there is no appellate review. Each judge is free to consult his or her own conception of the importance and merit of a case and the proper speed with which it should be disposed.82
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Given this absence of constraints, the Framers would have been unsurprised at the Committee’s conclusion that “[t]his, in turn, promotes arbitrariness.”

Second, because there is virtually no appellate review of pretrial management actions, district judges have virtually unlimited secondary discretion. Many pretrial actions are not even on the record of a case, and therefore could never be subject to appellate review. This includes many pretrial conferences with the district judge, which are largely “closed . . . and off the record.” Even actions that are on the record, such as discovery orders, are immune from interlocutory appeal, except in the very rarest of cases in which a judge so exceeds her powers that mandamus will lie. Appeals at the end of the trial court phase of the case may come far too late to remedy judicial overreaching and, in any event, as Wright and Miller acknowledge: “A discovery order can always be reviewed on appeal from a final judgment in the case, even though . . . the harmless error doctrine, together with the broad discretion the discovery rules vest in the trial court, will bar reversal save under very unusual circumstances.” The result is that “discovery decisions are rarely appealed.”

Third, the right to a jury trial imposes no check on the pretrial management authority of federal judges. Indeed, trials are now so rare in federal court that district judges handle most of their cases without ever having to defer to a common law jury. The Framers feared that the expansion of the trial court’s equity powers might thwart the check imposed by the jury trial, but instead, that check has been thwarted by the disappearance of the common law trial and the expansion of pretrial
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management powers that, as Professor Richard Marcus pointed out, are reminiscent of equity power. 91 Thus, the checks the Framers hoped would prevent federal trial judges from abusing their authority have been rendered all but meaningless in the context of pretrial case management.

If you had told the Framers that federal trial judges would have none of these constraints on them to prevent the abuse of judicial power, they would have deeply feared that the judges would inevitably abuse that power. The Framers would have concurred with Lord Camden’s view that such unbridled discretion “‘in the best it is oftentimes caprice’; and in the worst, ‘every vice, folly and passion to which human nature can be liable.’” 92 The complaints of arbitrary and mercurial case management reflect the unregulated and unreviewable discretion inherent in pretrial management. A conference on managerial judging conducted an experiment that showed how arbitrary and inconsistent pretrial management decisions could be:

The participating judges were divided into separate workshop sessions, each of which was asked to propose approaches for managing the same hypothetical case. The reports from the workshops disclosed dramatic differences in the ways that individual judges would have handled the case. Based on her intuition that the case had little merit, one trial judge would have required thousands of plaintiffs to file individual, verified complaints — a move that would have made it all but impossible for the plaintiffs’ lawyer to pursue the cases. On the other hand, another trial judge confronting exactly the same hypothetical case would have ordered the defendants to create a multi-million dollar settlement fund. 93

Rulings like these can make or break cases at the pretrial stage, and, without rules to guide them or appellate review to check them, district judges inevitably will be tempted to rule based upon their own prejudices and preconceived ideas about the merits of the case.

These problems with managerial judging prompt some difficult normative questions. First, are there ways to control pretrial discretion to minimize the potential for judicial abuse of power but still allow for the management of complex cases? It would certainly be possible to place more limits on a district judge’s primary discretion by creating rules to regulate the pretrial process, such as the differentiated case-management systems adopted by some district courts, which “involve[] formalization

92 See Rosenberg, supra note 35, at 642.
of a number of discrete and well-structured approaches to case scheduling and management, followed by early assignment of cases to them.\textsuperscript{94} Within this track approach, certain management techniques are partially predetermined by rules.\textsuperscript{95} Secondary discretion could be limited by assigning more management duties to magistrate judges, with appeals to district judges to provide at least some level of appellate review.\textsuperscript{96} These types of reforms could limit the potential for abuse of pretrial discretion while still allowing judges to address the problems caused by massively complex litigation.

Unfortunately, a more regulated and reviewable system of pretrial management does not mesh with Ahdout’s vision of an activist district court checking the power of the executive branch. Ahdout’s conception of judicial checks invites judicial management not to reduce the length and expense of litigation, but rather to regulate the exercise of executive authority. Discovery orders are not for the procedural purpose of streamlining the judicial process but rather for more substantive purposes, such as the creation of more transparency in executive decisionmaking.

For that reason, cases involving challenges to enforcement lawmaking are even more vulnerable to arbitrary rulings during the pretrial phase of the case. A district judge who is sympathetic to the policies being challenged will go easy on the government and swiftly move to resolve the challenge favorably to the Executive. Conversely, a judge with the opposite political perspective is free to impose draconian discovery requirements and other demands on the government that will impede the Executive’s ability to proceed with its policy, and the judge can do this without even issuing a decision on the merits that could be reviewed on appeal. Judge Lamberth’s handling of the Native American Trust Fund cases shows the extremes to which a judge may go in burdening the executive branch, but even lesser and more rational pretrial orders may be very disruptive and may unduly delay important government action without the need for a decision on the merits to justify the action and provide a basis for review. Encouraging such judicial authority invites district judges to issue orders based on their own perception of the wisdom of the executive policy at issue in the litigation, and that is a recipe for abuse of power.

Moreover, government litigators are particularly vulnerable to abusive district judges. Although Congress has passed legislation to provide new checks on abuse of judicial power, those checks are unhelpful to
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government litigators. The Judicial Conduct and Disability Act of 1980\textsuperscript{97} (JCDA) provides a formal mechanism for making a complaint to the chief judge of a circuit about the improper actions of any judge in that circuit.\textsuperscript{98} This procedure provides little help for abuses of pretrial management authority in cases against the government. First, the JCDA allows a complaint to be dismissed if it is “directly related to the merits of a decision or procedural ruling.”\textsuperscript{99} By excluding complaints based upon a “procedural ruling” the JCDA provides little help in rectifying a district judge’s abuse of pretrial management authority. Moreover, as quintessential repeat players in court, government lawyers are particularly unlikely to file a complaint against a district judge whom they face on a regular basis. When asked about the DOJ’s use of the JCDA, Department attorneys “were incredulous at the suggestion that a Department attorney would risk souring relations between the Department and a federal judge by making a complaint” under the JCDA.\textsuperscript{100} When queried in 1994 about complaints filed under the JCDA, the Department could only identify three complaints filed by main Justice and six filed by United States Attorney offices.\textsuperscript{101} Thus, it is pretty clear the JCDA is no remedy for arbitrary pretrial management decisions in cases challenging executive enforcement lawmaking.

Thus, there are substantial dangers in depending on increased use of managerial judging to check executive authority. Managerial district judges have tremendous power to do harm, and their use of it is not subject to any reliable checks. That should make us pause before advancing the use of such authority without the development of checks on how district judges use it.

At the heart of the problem of evaluating the risks and benefits of managerial judging in checking executive authority is the question whether the dramatic challenges posed to the rule of law by the Trump Administration are likely to recur with sufficient frequency that we are willing to welcome the relatively unchecked power of federal judges to do mischief in controlling pretrial because it seems the lesser of two evils. The unchecked power of a President who is willing to ignore both the law and the legal norms that have regulated executive power dwarfs the
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unchecked power of a district judge in managing a civil case.\footnote{See Charlie Savage, \textit{Democrats Begin Effort to Curb Post-Trump Presidential Powers}, N.Y. Times (Oct. 19, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/21/us/politics/trump-democrats.html [https://perma.cc/8C3G-9LRE].} If, however, we believe that the executive branch will return to the model that characterized the pre-Trump presidencies, we might be much less willing to tolerate the mischief that managerial judges can create.\footnote{This problem is not unlike separation-of-powers suits to enforce congressional subpoenas. My own view is that this issue is far more crucial with respect to the regulation of executive excess than suits over enforcement law because it is critical to maintaining the authority of Congress to conduct effective oversight of the executive branch and brings true transparency to the process of executive lawmaking.}